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Hotel Indigo Edinburgh
Wake up in the lap of luxury, starting the day right with 
a delicious Sco�ish breakfast.

East Princes Street Gardens
Take a short stroll to the centre of Edinburgh’s World 
Heritage Site, with geological, architectural, and 
botanical wonders. From here, you can also explore 
the Christmas Markets when they take over the city.

Edinburgh Castle
Climb Castle Rock to reach this ancient fortress, which 
has overlooked Edinburgh for over 900 years. Explore 
the artefacts and stories which form the rich tapestry 
of our city’s past.

Amber Restaurant
Stop for lunch at Amber, a stylish yet casual eatery with 
knowledgeable sta� and a great selection of drinks. 
Enjoy seasonal produce and local delicacies.

Edinburgh Gin Distillery
Skirt around the gardens to Edinburgh Gin Distillery, 
where you can learn about the rich history of gin 
production in the city. Take a behind the scenes look 
at the stills, and try some delicious samples.

Dean Village
While away the afternoon in picturesque Dean Village, 
admiring the remains of the water mills along the Water 
of Leith. Visit local galleries, grab a bite to eat, and 
discover hidden millstones and plaques.

Panda & Sons
End the evening in this prohibition-style speakeasy, 
hidden behind a barbershop front. Sip on divine 
cocktails, craft beers, and wine, and remember to keep 
the location a secret.

Hotel Indigo Edinburgh
After an exciting day exploring the city, sink into our 
comfortable beds for a great night's sleep.
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Princes St

Johnstone Terrace
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Queen Street Gardens
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EDINBURGH

Edinburgh Playhouse


